
Ellen and Stewart, here are my thoughts and proposals for tomorrow. The key issue is urgency. The 

Invitation to Tender (ITT) for the Dunoon Gourock route will likely be issued within the next 2 weeks. 

It will be for a subsidised passenger service but bidders will be encouraged to submit proposals for a 

vehicle and passenger service. The rationale behind this is that reliability will be hugely improved if 

the vessel length is around 40m. That length of craft will cope with the sea conditions and, in 

particular, the swell at the Dunoon end. This is far too long for a passenger only vessel because there 

would not be enough passengers to fill it, but with cars as well it’s a different proposition. 

We current lose some £286k on what we charge Argyll Ferries based on Stewart’s figures. These 

were remarkably close to the ferry action group’s figures. That is probably a breach of EU law 

because it could be seen as a hidden subsidy to Argyll Ferries, already highly subsidised by the 

government. Over the lifetime of the contract this hidden subsidy could be in the region of £1.7m. 

We need to try and resolve this quickly but I can see this creating issues for Argyll Ferries and 

Transport Scotland in the short term. The current costs and charges are illustrated below. 

Dunoon Harbour

Expenditure Income Profit/Loss

Present position as per Stewart Clark

Wage costs 302,903-£    

Maintenance costs 52,019-£      

Capital depreciation 157,802-£    

Administration charges 28,181-£      

Income 254,050£  

Total 540,905-£    254,050£  286,855-£   

 

The MVA report on this route estimated that, based on our current charging formula, we would 

charge about £1.4m per annum for a vehicle and passenger service. That would be well above our 

costs and could be challenged. Far more importantly it could simply deter anyone submitting a bid at 

all. Our charge, plus the even more ridiculous one proposed by CMAL of £3m per annum, would kill 

off any vehicle and passenger bid. That, in my view and that of the ferry action group, would be 

disastrous for the economy of Dunoon and Cowal. We can revamp as many Queen’s Halls as we wish 

to but the ferry is far more important to the economy. 

I am advised that EU law states that each harbour should be considered as its own market, ie the 

costs and charges should relate to that harbour alone and should be both transparent and fair. A 

reasonable margin is not just allowable but essential for the owner of the facility. The current 

formula doesn’t fit with what I am advised the law is. My view is that we need to come up with flat 

harbour access charges, one that may reflect passenger only and another that reflects any increased 

costs if there is a vehicle and passenger service. Here is a suggested model: 



Dunoon Harbour

Expenditure Income Profit/Loss

Wage costs 302,903-£     

Maintenance costs 52,019-£       

Capital depreciation 157,802-£     

Administration charges 28,181-£       

Additional wage costs vehicle service 60,000-£       

Additional maintenance costs @25% 13,005-£       

Sub total 613,910-£     

Margin @ 10% 61,391-£       Harbour charge to vehicle passenger operator

Total 675,301-£     should therefore be around 675,301£   

 

We could also allow the operator to staff the operation themselves. Most operators would prefer 

this. In this event we could continue to maintain and insure the facility and be responsible for its 

eventual replacement. This might look as follows: 

Dunoon Harbour

Expenditure Income Profit/Loss

Wage costs

Maintenance costs 52,019-£       

Capital depreciation 157,802-£     

Administration charges 28,181-£       

Additional maintenance costs @25% 13,004.75-£  

sub total 251,007-£     

margin @ 10% 25,101-£       

Harbour charge to vehicle passenger operator

Total 276,107-£     should therefore be around 276,107-£   

 

Going back to the urgency of this, we have little time to fix this so here is a proposal for the meeting 

tomorrow: 

The chair of the harbour board together with the 3 Dunoon members plus appropriate officers 

consider these options between tomorrow’s meeting and the end of January. We agree to delegate 

the decision on the options to the Bute and Cowal Area Committee at its meeting on 2 February by 

submitting a late paper to this meeting. The decision of the area committee can then be made public 

and subject, if need be, to formal adoption by policy and resources and/or the full council. 

This would give prospective bidders key information they need. It would also put pressure on CMAL 

to move from their current position to one based on actual costs for the use of Gourock Pier. 

Thanks 

breslinm
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